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Object of Investigation: 

In the production cf sponge iron from a mixture 

of iron ore and a solid reducing agent it has been found 

necessary to use ores and redueing agents substantially 

free from wulphur  if a concentrated sponge low in sulphur 

is required. This is a serious limitation on an otherwise 

desirable method of reduction. The object of this investi-

gation is to devise a method or methods by which a sponge 
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Iron comparatively low in sulphur  na y be produced from ores 

and co ls  of comrercial gradee. 

General Consideration»: 

For the production of sponge iron for subsequent 

conversion into steel, several processes have been proposed 

in which reduction Is effected by heuting a mixture of ore 

and solid carbonaceous material under sultane conditions. 

among these le the X111180 process in which a mixture of 

crushed ore and bituminous coal is fed into and car7-ied 

through an externary heated rotk,ting retort. rith this 

procese, as with others, it has been found that a large 

percentage of the sulphur content of the raw materials 

(ore and reducing agent) in bound in the magnetically con-

centrated sponge iron. 

It is at present not difficult to obtain ores so 

low in sulphur, thut, as fur as they are concerned, there 

should he no difficulty in producing a sponge iron compara-

tively low in this tmpurity. The obtaining of a low sulphur 

solid reducing agent is, however, not so e/mple. In some 

eases it has been found possible to use materials such as 

wood waste, but us far as the most obvious und otherwise 

desirable and commercial reducing agent, bituminous coal, 

is concerned, its use in the manufacture of low 'anew° 

sponge iron has been found impracticable, einee such coals, 

low enough in sulphur are not comrercially available. 

fince the sulphur is found in the magnetic con-

centrate It is clear that it must be present either Us 

mechanically free FeS, which is magnetic j or as a FeS film 

or particle adhering to the reduced iron. Obvicuely then, 



If we are to keep this sulphur out of the magnetic concen-

te,te, it must be converted into soie mechanically free, 

non,-uagnetic form, thus making it feasible  te  reject it In 

the magnetic separation. Under the limitation» of the sponge 

iron process, this non-magnetic form must be either solid or 

gaseous. 

In view of these consIderrAlons, it was deeided to 

make u series of comparative tests Involving the use of 

different possible methods of removing or lowering the sulphur 

content of the magnetically concentrated sponge iron. These 

tests, which, to provide a basis for comparison, included one 

in white no attempt wan elude to influence the sulphur content 

of the sponge, were four in number. 

Group 1. Reduction without any attempt to d•eulphurite. 

" 2. Reduction in the preeenee of hydrogen, internally 
generated. 

" 3. Reduction in the presence of hydrogen, externally 
generated. 

" 4. Reduction in the presence of lime. 

Rae Uaterlals: 

For  these four croups cf experiments, Bell (biesaba 

Range) ore und Fairmont (Pa.) eoal, both ground to pass a 20 

mesh Tyler screen, were used. 

T1A, analyses of these materials are un follows:- 

' Bell Iron Ore 	 Fairmont Coal 
(ae charged) 	 (as charged) 

Iron 	57.78% 	Moisture 	 1.9% 

Sulphur 	0.26% 	Volatile Ratter 35.4% 

Fixed Carbon 	54.6% 

Ath 	 8.2% 

Sulphur 	 1.3% 
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A8 Bell Ore, as mined, is said to carry only 0.04% 

sulphur, it is evident that the ore used for these tests was 

contaminated with sulphides in the grinding operation. 

Experimental Runs: 

group 1.  Reduction without any attempt to desulphurize. 

This group of reductions was curried out simply to 

provide u standard against which the results of subsequent 

experiments might be compared. 

In each or the tests of this group the following 

procedure was adopted. An intimate mixture of 50 lbs. of 

Bell Ore and 181 lbs. Fairmont coal, both ground to pass a 

20 meth Tyler screen, was eharged lute an electrically heated 

rotating retort, which had an initial temperature of 6000 F. 

when charged. The retort and its contents were then brought 

up to a terlberature of 1700° F. in about four hours and held 

at that temperature for a period of exactly four houre. The 

crue sponge was then discharged into a container provided 

with a. tightly sealing cover and allowed  te  cool. During 

the reduction, the distillation und reduction gases burned 

freely from a pipe extending  nom the plug that  fortes the 

door of the retort. 

When cold, the crude sponge iron was magnetically 

concentrted on a Stearns Drum Type Magnetic Separator. 

Since the problem of obtaining a sponge iron concentrate low 

In  sulphur is necessarily influenoed by the efficiency or the 

magnetic separation, it was necessftry to adopt a concentrating 

practiee that would eliminate the iron-magnetic material as 

opmpletely as possible, and, at the same time, see that all 



the runs of this and other  groupe  of experiments were concen-

trated under precisely similar conditions.  The  procedure 

adopted in concentrating the crude sponge iron in all the 

experiments recorded in this report is as follows:- 

The crude retort product was first given two passes 

on the Stearns Dru  Type Macenine, whieh operations removed 

the bulk of the excess coke and ash. The neugh eoncentrate 

was then ground to pass a 40 mesh Tyler screen after which 

it was given three more pusses on the Stearns Magnetie 

Zeparator. The final minus 40 concentrate and the combined 

tailings  troc the fi  ve passes were then carefully sampled 

and chemically analyzed. 

In order to measure the efficiency of the dry con-

centration, a small scale wet magnetic 'separation test was 

also made on the minus 40 mile material. This wet concen-

tration teet was made in the Davis Magnetic Tube, special 

precuutions being taken to prevent the oxidation of the 

produets during the test. While the results of these Davis 

Tube tests probably cannot be duplicated in oommercial 

practice, they are of interest here in indicating the 

efficiency of our dry separations. 

Separations were also made on this material ground 

to pass a 100 mesh Tyler screen. For these teste the final 

minus 40 mesh concentrate was ground to minus 100 mesh and 

given two passes on the Stearns Machine. The concentrate 

and tailing were then sampled end analysed. In the tabulated 

results the analyses and weight given for the 100 mesh tailing 

are not those of the product of these teo final passes but are 
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the values tor the combined tailings resulting from the seven 

passes to which the retort product was subjected. In other 

words the weights and analyses given for the products of the 

100 mesh concentration are those obtained from the concen-

tration of the crude retort product, ground to 100 mesh. 

eS in the ease of the minus 40 mesh material, wet 

magnetics concentration tests in the Davis  Tube were aiso made 

on the minus 100 mesh material. 

The results obtained in this group of tests are 

given in Table 1. These reaults are discussed later in this 

report. 

Group 11. Reduction in the presence of hydrogen. •

Hydrogen generated within the retort by the 

action of stean on carbon. 

In view ot the opinion held by some that eulphur 

may be removed from sponge iron by hydrogen as hydrogen 

sulphide, it was denided to make a aeries of reduetione in 

the presence of hydrogen. (It was felt, however, that 

desulphurizing by this method wae not feasible Since, even 

if hydrogen sulphide were tetporarily formed, It is dissoci-

ated when heated to temperatures such as obtain in the 

reduction of iron ores 

He ;.:* H2+S ) 

In each run of this group the charge was sdbjected 

to the action of hydrogen gas during a considerable part of 

the reduction period, the hydrogen being generuted within 

the retort by the action of steam on the carbon chrged with 
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the ere. To provide this carbon, an additional «mount of 

eoal, and hence of sulphur, wus added. 

In the carrying out of these tests conditions 

were kept as far as possible the stme se obtained ln the 

comparison tests A° Group 1, the objeet being to eliminate 

all vgriables but the one being investigated. The procedure 

adopted wus as follows: 

A mixture of 50 lbs. Bell Ore and 24.1 lbs. Fair' 

mont  coal, both ground to pass a 20 mesh Tyler screen, vas 

charged into an electrically heated rotary retort, Which had 

un initial temperature or 500° P. The retort and its eon,. 

tente  were then brougtt up to a terperature of 1700° F. in 

about four hours and held at thA temperature  for  exactly 

four hours. At the end of the second of these flnal tour 

hours., the introduction, drop by drop, of 1800 e 0. 

(3.97 lbs.) of water into the retort through a pipe in 

its rear axis,  wø  begun and continued for an hour, so that 

the final hotu of neduction was free from any unusual circum-

stance. The crude eponge iron was then discht.trged into the 

special container, and, when cold, concentrated in precisely 

the same manner se described  for the tests In Group 1. 

The results obtained in thie group of tests are 

given in Table 11, and are discussed later in this report. 

Group 111. Reduction in the presence of hydrogen. 

Hydrogen externally generated and supplied in 

the form of city gas. 

The method of generating hydrogen within the 

retort by the action of steam on carbon le open to criticism 



on two grounds; first, the problen of desulphurization is 

greatly increased because of the additional sulphur intro-

duced by the carbon provided for the wuter gas reaction 

and second, the steam may react with the reduced iron 

instead of the carbon and thus make reduction more difficult. 

In view of these possible objections it was deemed 

wise to curry out a few tests in which reduction took place 

in the presence of hydrogen, externally generated. Since 

Ottawa city gas contains 40 ta 45 percent hydrogen, and it 

was oonvenient to use, it was utilised  as the saurce of 

hydrogen. 

In the cerryine out of each run of this group, 

the following method wee followed: 

A mixture of 50 lbs. of Bell Ore and le lb*. of 

Fairmont coal, both ground to  pesa a 20 mesh Tyler screen, 

was charged into an electrically heated  rotary  retort which 

had an initial temperature of about 5000  F. The retort and 

its contents were then brought up to u temperature of 17000  P. 

in about four hours and held at this temperature for exactly 

four Yours. During the last two of this final four hour 

period u stream of eity gas containing 45% hydrogen was 

pasaed through the retort.  it  the end of the four hour 

reduction period the crude sponge iron was discharged into 

a special container and allowed to cool. 

In each case, the crude sponge iron waa magnetically 

concentrated in precisely the se munner as described for 

the tests of Group 1. 

The results obtc,ined in this group of tests are 

given in Table 111 und are discussed later in this report. 
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2.ram_11. Reduction jr the presence of lime. 

In view of the fict that in smelting operations 

the use of u ,igh lime slug makes desulphurization commerci-

ally feasible, through the formation of calcium aulphide„ 

the introduction of lime with the ore..coal mixture into the 

sponge iron reduction chamber has been suggested by several 

workers, although they apparently were not enthusiastic 

about its probable efficiency in removing the sulphur from 

the iron. Thus in Bulletin 210 of the U. n. Bureau of Mines, 

page 140, ire read  In  some cases ten percert of lime mixed 

with the ore-coal charge increased the elimination of sulphur 

by 10 or 15 percent but  nt  enough experiments were made to 

determine the probable vulue of such treatment in large-scale 

operations. It Is doubtful, however, if the use of lime will 

go far in solving the problem of eliminating sulphur." 

In ordcr to obtain some  tiret  hand data on the 

effect of lime In promoting the elimination of sulphur, it 

wee decided to carry out a series of reductions in which 

le  wee eharged -eith the ore-eoal mixture. It was further 

decided to use a considerable axe.» of lime with the ides 

 In mind of cutting this excess down should els method prove 

successful. 

In each of the tests of this group the following 

procedure was adopted. 	mixture of 50 lbs. or Bell Ore, 

/be. Fairmont  cl  and 12 lb,. burnt lime was charged 

Int•  en electrically heated rotary retort, whiCh had an 

Initial temperature of about 5000  F. The retort and Its 

contents were then brought up to a temperature of 17000  F. 

In about tour hours and held at that temperature for exactly 
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four hours. The crude sponge iron was then discharged into 

a special container to cool. When cold, the crude sponge 

iron was magnetically concentrated in precisely the same 

manner as described for the tests in Group 1. 

The reeults obtained in this group of tests are 

given in Table 1V and are discussed later in this report. 

Results Obtained: 

Pros a study of the data presented in Table 1, it 

is gpparent that the concentrated sponge iron produced from 

straight ore-coal mixtures such US were used in these experi-

ments, is so high In sulphur as to be entirely unsuitable 

for direct conversion into steel. The tabulated results 

show that over 50% of the sulphur contained In the raw 

materials fed into the metallizing furnace is found in the 

40 mesh dry concentrate and even if we grind to minus 100 

me and wet concentrate, the concentrates still retain 

about 40% of  the eulphur content of the charge. The results 

of this group of tests show that no matter  ho w efficient the 

concentration prt.,ctice may be, the sulphur content of the 

sponge iron concentrate will average well over 0.5% Which in 

ten times act much as the sulphur oontent of pig iron and 

scrap steel ordinerily used in steel making. 

That the presence of hydrogen in the reducing 

atmosphere during the low temperature reduction procees does 

not result in the lowering of the sulphur content of the 

sponge iron concentrate is  made clear from a study of Tables 

11 and 111. In each of these gelups of experiments, the 

sulphur content of the concentrate resulting from the 
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magnetic concentration of the crude sponge iron,  is  still 

well over 0.5% and on this account in totally unsuitab/e 

for direct conversion into steel. 

That a low sulphur sponge iron can be obtained 

from such ore-coal mixtures by charging lime into the metalliz-

ing retort with the ore and coal is clear from the date 

presented in Table 1V. a study of this data makes it clear 

that although the crude retort product  •till contains about 

as much sulphur as it would have, had no lime been charged, 

yet the sulphur has been transferred from the iron particles 

to the lime, with which it la apparently associated as sul-

elide of lime. This sulphide of lime,  being nonsimagnetic, 

is largely removed from the iron in the magnetic concentration. 

It will be noted that the average sulPhur content 

of the minus 40 mesh concentrate troc the ore-col-lime 

mixture le about 0.14% and frwm the minus 100 mane material 

is about 0.12%. That these residual contents of sulphur 

are largely if not entirely mechanically held calcium 

sulphide is evidenced by the fact that by wet magnetic 

concentration these values  rare  reduced to 0.06% und 0.04% 

respectively. In view  or this fact und or what is commonly 

known of the difficulty of separating in a dry way finely 

divided magnetic materials from finely divided non-magnetics, 

it le reafronable to assume that with ore ground to a coarser 

mesh than was used in these tests, dry magnetic concentration 

of the sponge produced from it in the presence of lime would 

result in a product  with  a sulphur content more or less in 

lime with that obtained from the wet eeparation of the finely 

ground materials. 
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In order to confirm this assumption two runs were 

made similar to those summarised in Table 1V exoept for the 

faot that the ore used was first sintered and crushed to a 

size that would puss through a 6 mesh Tyler ecreen and 

remain on 10 mesh. In eaéh of these  rune, the crude 

retort product was first given three passes on the drum 

type separator in order to get rid of  as :rasch of the meohae. 

ically free non.magnetic material as posnible. This rough 

concentrate was then ground to minus 40 meeh and given two 

passes more on the •ame drum type maehlne. The results 

obtained ure shown in Table V. Theae resulte show that the 

sulphur content of the concentrate after three passe» only 

has been reduottd to 0.07%, and while  it must be admitted 

that the auleur content of the charge was lower than that 

of the previous charges due to the sinter cont,ining only 

0.06% sulphur, it  I.  reasonable to assume that the low 

sulphur content of the final coneentrate is due to the ready 

separation of the oaleium suleide from the comparatively 

course  sponge in the dry magnetic concentration. 

Sue. 1)..1ma : 

reveral suggested methods of producing a low 

sulphur sponge iron from ore-coal mixtures have been 

investigated. Of these but one proved satisfactory. 

This method found satisfactory  consiste of °hare. 

ing lime with the mixture of ore and coal into the reduction 

camber. By so doing the sulphur is caused to associate 

itself with the lime and it is therefore feasible to remove 
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It from the reduced iron by magnetic separation. The 

extent to which eis removal takes place depends largely 

upon the efficiency of the magnetics concentration practice. 

No attempt has been made to study the effect of 

different proportion. or lime. The proportion used in 

these experiments WKS adequate to fix the suleur as calcium 

sulphide and is prebably unnecessarily large. 


